The Seven Mystic Moons to the Launching
of Timeship Earth 2013
(Each Moon recalls a power of one of the Seven Days of Creation)
1. Kin 202, White Resonant Wind Moon, 7th moon, 7 Storm Year (10 January
– 6 February 2013), Recollection of the Power of the First day of Creation,
“Resonant Spirit”
Kin 202: WHITE RESONANT WIND
I channel in order to communicate
Inspiring breath
I seal the input of spirit with the resonant tone of attunement
I am guided by the power of timelessness
Year of the Blue Resonant Storm (2012-2013), Shambhala on the Earth. The Cycle closes as
rainbow of Universal Wisdom-OMA
16 Telektonon Year of the Cube of the Law
Cube 16: The Warrior
Realm of the 9° Lord of Time: Guardian of ON=144.000
16 Wavespell of the Warrior from Kin 196 to Kin 208: Power of Intelligence
Kin 202, White Resonant Wind, is the seventh step of the Wavespell of The Yellow Magnetic
Warrior – 16 wavespell of the 16 cube of the law year- and represents the 7th Moon of the Year of
the Blue Resonant Storm, the Resonant Moon of the Monkey. Moon of Resonance. How can I get
in tune with my service?
The warrior gets in tune with what the spirit wants to communicate through him.
The warrior recollects the power of the first day of creation “Resonant Spirit”.
Kin 202, White Resonant Wind is the First Mystic Moon of the 7 Moons that occur before the
synchronization with the Galaxy.
Archangels of Aura-Soma related to this First Mystic Moon are Metatron, Clear/ Deep Magenta,
and Archangel Samael, Deep Olive/ Deep Magenta.
There is the hope that the female guide brings rescue to the heart, leaving the bitterness of the
past, and from that space gets in tune with the communication of the spirit. The new creation of
the Earth starts from the Heart.

Affirmations
Archangel Metatron: ” I shine the light in the shadow”. A new dawn for the inner worlds
Archangel Samael: As I re-evaluate my beliefs and ideals, I sense a new hope in the moment
The possibility of going beyond reactivity, to a greater trust that the process of life is unfolding
without bitterness, to bring a new understanding of the truth.
O-live. Live totally. Where we find a new beginning in relation to the hope that is in us.

